
Mrs. LePard’s K News

A Sneak Peek at this Week! 
Reading: This week we are learning about patterns in books and how if we notice the patterns in 
the words it makes the books easier to read.  We have learned that sometimes that word that 
changes in the pattern will be at the beginning of the sentences, sometimes it’s in the middle, and 
sometimes it is a the end of the sentence.  Reading pattern books helps your child build confidence and 
learn to read. Keep saving the “WHITE” paper books that come home with patterns and popcorn words. 

Writing:  We are also writing pattern books.  We have written books where the pattern 
changes at the beginning, middle, and end. (I see __, __ sleep in the winter, and I like to __ in 
the winter). 

Math: We finished up Unit 2 and took our math test on Thursday.  Look for them to come home in 
folders, and practice the things your child made errors on.  A great way to practice is by having them 
redo the problems they got wrong and explaining why those are incorrect answers. 

Important Dates/Info 
Santa’s Secret Shop will occur on Thursday, Dec. 14.  If you would like your child to shop at it, please 
return their shopping list with money in an envelope to school on that day.  Label the envelope with 
your child’s name and “Santa’s Secret Shop”. 

Our class Christmas celebration will be on Friday, Dec. 22.  We will be having our gift “book exchange” 
first thing in the morning and our party will be later in the afternoon.  Please have books purchased, 
wrapped, and sent to school by Wed. Dec. 20. 

SHOES….SHOES…SHOES….are becoming a HUGE issue with winter being here.  Students NEED to be able to 
dress themselves independently at school.  Please make sure to send shoes your child can put on/take 
off without the help of an adult. 

Next Week’s Specials 

Monday: STEAM/LIBRARY 

Tuesday:  PE 

Wednesday:  MUSIC 

Thursday: ART 

Friday:  STEAM  

Homework 

Math homework is attached! 

Please use a pencil. 

Write NEATLY…BEST WORK! 

Please check it and help your 
child fix any errors they made. 

Please return it on or before 
WED. DECEMBER 13. 
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